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Figure 1. Time courses for F  (top), AV (middle), and F0 1

(bottom); the dashed lines bounded by solid ones show the 7
values of F  cutback (AV) and F  offset/onset (F ).1 1 1

FAILING TO PARSE HZ IN PERCEIVING [VOICE] AND [CONTINUANT]

John Kingston
Linguistics Department, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, US

ABSTRACT
Perceptual theories such direct realism in which the objects of in a sequence depends on their identification of a neighboring
speech perception are acoustic properties’ articulatory causes rather segment, but that this “context-bias” is not influenced by the
than their auditory consequences predict that listeners can keep acoustic properties of the segments.  The results presented here test
separate perceptually the effects of different articulations on a single the generality of this result by seeing whether listeners’
acoustic property’s values.  This  paper reports Dutch and English identification of one feature of a segment is influenced by their
listeners’ failure to “parse” of the articulatory contributions to F  at identification of another of its features and whether that “segment-1

the edges of flanking vowels in deciding whether an intervocalic bias” is uninfluenced by the segment’s acoustic properties; cf. [1]
consonant was /b/, /p/, /v/, or /f/.  Because F  is cut back more in1

vowels flanking [-voice] than [+voice] consonants but its offset
frequency is lower next to [-continuant] than [+continuant]
consonants, listeners should easily parse the effects of the laryngeal
and oral contrasts.  Multinomial logit models show unmistakably
that they do not: disconfirming this prediction of articulatory
theories.  The results also show that listeners perceive these
phonemes as unanalyzed wholes rather than as combinations of
their distinctive feature values.

1. INTRODUCTION frequency (F ), amplitude of voicing (AV), and first formant
Fowler observes that direct realist accounts of speech

perception require listeners to "parse" the different articulatory
sources of an acoustic property's values [5].  Parsing has been
demonstrated by showing that listeners are more likely to
discriminate acoustically different segments and slower to identify
them when the segments’ acoustics conflict with the expected
coarticulatory effects of neighboring segments  [3,4,7].  Listeners
also compensate for one segment's expected coarticulatory effect on
a acoustic property in using its values to judge another segment
[6,14].  Because listeners judged only one segment's identity at a
time, these experiments provide only weak evidence of parsing.  Far
stronger evidence would be showing that listeners distribute
acoustic values to their articulatory sources when judging all
contrasts at once.  The study reported here uses simultaneous
judgments of multiple categories, [voice] and [continuant], in
intervocalic consonants to assess Dutch and English listeners'
parsing of F 's articulatory sources.1

F  is cut back more in vowels next to a [-voice] than a [+voice]1

obstruent because only vocal fold vibration supplies energy in the
F  range [12].  F  ends at a lower frequency next to a [-continuant]1 1

than a [+continuant] obstruent because the mouth is completely
closed rather than merely constricted [2]. Because the source
difference affects the time of F  offset/onset relative to the oral1

constriction, but the degree of constriction difference affects the F1

minimum next to the consonant, F 's articulatory sources should be1

easily parsed, if listeners perceive this acoustic property’s
articulatory causes.  On the other hand, because  the offset/onset
frequency of F  is also higher the more the vowel is cut back,1

listeners will not easily parse the laryngeal from the oral cause of
F ’s value, if they instead perceive this acoustic property’s auditory1

consequences [8,9].

Nearey [13] shows that listeners’ identification of one segment

2. METHODS
2.1. Stimuli. 

In both Dutch and English, labial obstruents contrast
orthogonally for [voice] and [continuant] between vowels, /b:p:v:f/,
and the acoustic correlates of these contrasts are very similar in this
context following a stressed vowel [12,15].  Stimuli with the
general form [F�mHCF] were synthesized using the parallel branch
of the Sensyn version of KLSYN88 [11]; C indicates the consonant
to be judged.  Figure 1 displays the time courses of fundamental

0

frequency (F ) for the entire stimulus; the 7 values of F  cutback1 1

and the 7 values of offset/onset values at the edges of the flanking
vowels are shown with dashed lines bounded by solid ones in the
AV and F  traces, respectively.  1

With 0 ms cutback, the F  transition  from its steady-state value1

in the [H] of 500 ms to its offset value at the edge of consonant
lasted 65 ms; it was cut back in 10 ms decrements in 6 steps to a
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maximum of -60 ms cutback.  Because neither Dutch nor English pool and were students at the Katholieke Universiteit, Nijmegen or
[-voice] stops are aspirated post-tonically, the following [F] was not college-age residents of Nijmegen.  They came from all parts of
cut back correspondingly.  The preceding vowel got shorter and the Holland, and all spoke English as well as Dutch, although none
consonant interval longer the more the vowel was cut back.  F without an accent. Six English listeners were recruited from the1

offset frequency varied orthogonally in seven 50 Hz steps from 200- undergraduate student body of the University of Massachusetts
500 Hz. Amherst.  They too come from all parts of the US, but none spoke

Weak  broadband noise centered at the offset/onset frequencies Dutch.  No listeners reported any speech or hearing pathology.  All
of F  and F  extended through the consonant interval and a weak subjects were paid for their time.2 3

burst  coincided with the onset of F  in the final [F].  Voicing was1

allowed to extend 40 ms into the consonant interval from the
moment of F  cutback.  These manipulations provided constant but 3.1. Multinomial logit analysis1

ambiguous acoustic information about the values of the features Listeners’ responses were coded for the corresponding values
[continuant] and [voice], respectively. of the distinctive features [voice] and [continuant], and a hierarchy

2.2. Procedures and listeners contribution of response and stimulus variables to predicting the
Listeners heard the stimuli over headphones at self-selected frequencies of these response frequencies (see [13] for discussion

comfortable levels while sitting in sound-attenuated rooms.  The of the formally similar multinomial logistic regression method).
stimuli were presented one at time, and the listeners had to judge The response variables are V(oice) and C(ontinuant) and VC, the
whether the consonant following the second vowel was one of “b, interaction between the response variables.  The stimulus variables,
f, p, v” by pressing one of four buttons labeled with these letters. F  Cut(back) and F  Off(set) were recoded as 6 binary dummy

Each stimulus lasted 660 ms, after which 1800 ms elapsed variables comparing all but one value to a reference value (-60 ms
before the next stimulus was presented.  Any response given after for Cut and 500 Hz for Off).  
this interval had elapsed was automatically discarded. The following model hierarchy was fit to the individual

To familiarize the listeners with the task and the stimuli, in the listeners’ responses, as well as the responses pooled across all
first block of trials the four stimuli from the corners of the 7x7 array listeners in each language.  The articulatory and auditory theories
were presented 16 times each in random order, followed by make sharply different predictions about which model will fit the
feedback (the corresponding letter on a CRT screen for the Dutch data best.
listeners and a light over the corresponding button for the English
listeners, both displayed for 500 ms after the listener responded). (0FB) Feature bias, response variables only, V and C.  This model
The association of the four responses with the corner stimuli would fit only if listeners ignored the stimulus values
corresponded to the expected effects of the laryngeal and oral altogether; otherwise, it measures biases to respond with
articulations on F  cutback and offset/onset: “b” 0 ms cutback and particular distinctive feature values.1

200 Hz offset, “p” 60 ms and 200 Hz, “v” 0 ms and 500 Hz , and (0SB) Segment bias, adding the VC interaction to (0FB). This
“f” 60 ms and 500 Hz. model assumes that the bias to respond with one distinctive

The Dutch listeners were run on 30 blocks of trials in each of feature value is not independent of the bias to respond with the
which all 49 stimuli were presented once in random order.  The other.
English listeners were run on 15 blocks in each of which all 49 (1P) Primary stimulus variable effects, adding the effect of Cut on
stimuli were presented twice in random order.  For the Dutch V and of Off on C to V and C.  This model assumes that
listeners, 12 feedback trials with the corner stimuli (3 each) were judgments of each distinctive feature depend entirely on its
added to the first four blocks, mixed at random with the other primary acoustic correlate: F  cutback for [voice] and F
stimuli.  No feedback was provided in the remaining 26 blocks.  For offset/onset for [continuant].  The articulatory theory predicts
the English listeners, the first two blocks of trials began with 16 that this model would best fit the data, as it shows listeners
practice trials cycling through the corner stimuli 4 times in parsing the acoustic correlates of the laryngeal and oral
alphabetical, left-to-right order across the buttons.  No practice articulations.
trials were presented in the remaining 13 blocks.  Neither the (1S) Secondary stimulus variable effects, adding the effect of Off
feedback nor the practice trials were included in the scoring. on V and of Cut on C to V and C.  This model assumes that the
Ideally, this procedure would produce 30 responses per stimulus per opposite pairing of acoustic correlates and distinctive
listener, but because the software occasionally timed out before a features/articulations, and is interesting primarily because it
listener responded, the analyses below are based on about 29 should never fit better than (1P) if listeners parse an acoustic
responses per stimulus per listener for both languages. property into its articulatory origins.

  In the Dutch experiment, a block of trials lasted about 2.5 (2PS) Primary and secondary stimulus variable effects, merging
minutes, and in the English experiment, a block lasted about 5.5 (1P) and (1S).  This model assumes that both stimulus
minutes. Brief pauses occurred between every block and the variables affect both distinctive feature decisions. An auditory
listeners were permitted to rest for a few minutes periodically. The theory predicts that a good fit would not be obtained before
entire experiment took 2 hours to complete. reaching this model, as it assumes that decisions are made

(Slightly different procedures were used in the Dutch and using the auditory consequences of F ’s values at the edges of
English experiments because the labs in Nijmegen and Amherst are the flanking vowels, regardless of what articulations cause F
set up differently.) to have those values.

Eleven Dutch listeners were recruited from the MPI subject (3SB) Adds the segment bias to (2PS).  This model assumes that

3. RESULTS

of multinomial logit models were calculated to assess the

1 1

1 1

1

1
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Figure 2. Predicted proportions of [+continuant] (left: a,c) and
[+voice] (right: b,d) responses from the best-fitting models of the

pooled data for Dutch (top: a,b) and English (bottom: c,d).

listeners respond to the auditory consequences
of the stimulus manipulations in terms of
segments rather than distinctive feature values.

(3SB+PS) Adds effects of the stimulus variables, Cut and Off, on
the segment bias, to model (3SB).  This model assumes that the
segment bias itself varies with F  cutback and offset/onset1

frequency.  If this model fits best, then perceptual interactions
within segments are different from those between segments.

3.2. Dutch
Table 1 presents goodness of fit measures (G  values), with2

associated degrees of freedom (df), probabilities (p), and root mean
squared deviations (in %) between expected and observed
frequencies across all cells (rmsd) for the model hierarchy fit to the
pooled Dutch data.  The entry corresponding to the best-fitting
model is italicized.

Model G df p rmsd2

0FB 5896.0 145 <.0001 54.9930

0SB 5170.1 144 <.0001 57.6109

1P 1223.1 133 <.0001 18.9837

1S 5323.4 133 <.0001 52.6892

2PS 631.2 121 <.0001 13.1882

3SB 276.4 120 <.0001 8.895

3SB+PS 120.0 108 0.2029 5.6881

Table 1: Model hierarchy for pooled Dutch data.

For the pooled data, model fitting progresses all the way to the end
before obtaining a model that fits; this model also significantly
improves the fit over the preceding model: G (3SB)-G (3SB+PS)2 2

= 156.4,  p < .001 for df(3SB)-df(3SB+PS) = 12.  Rmsd is also
noticeably smaller for 3SB+PS over 3SB.  This result shows that
the Dutch listeners did not parse the acoustic effects of the laryngeal
and oral articulations and also that they heard the segments as
unanalyzed wholes rather than as combinations of distinctive
feature values.  Proponents of articulatory theories can take some
small comfort nonetheless from the much better fit of model 1P
compared to 1S.  The same model also fits 8/11 of  the individual
listeners’ data best, 2/11 were best fit by model 2PS, and 1/11 by
model 3SB; that is, no listener parsed F  cutback and offset/onset.1

Figures 2a,b show the division of the stimulus space between
[+continuant] “v,f” vs [-continuant] “b,p” responses (Fig. 2a) and Table 2: Model hierarchy for pooled English data.
between [+voice] “v,b” vs [-voice] “f,p” responses (Fig. 2b)
predicted by the best-fitting model of the pooled Dutch data.  F As for the Dutch listeners, a good fit was not obtained before1

cutback influences both feature decisions far more than F reaching the last step in the hierarchy, and both of the last two steps1

offset/onset; [+continuant] responses only increase for higher F reduce G  significantly: G (3SB)-G (3SB+PS) = 27.2,  p < .005, for1

offset/onset at the shortest cutback.  The [voice] decision is alsodf(3SB)-df(3SB+PS) = 12, and G (2PS)-G (3SB) = 15.7,  p < .001,
much more strongly influenced by this stimulus property than thedf(2PS)-df(3SB) = 1.  However, the reduction in  rmsd  between
[ c o n t i n u a n t ]  d e c i s i o n .  these models is quite modest, suggesting the improvement in fit is

3.3.  English
Table 2 presents G , df, p, and rmsd values for the model2

hierarchy fit to the pooled English data; the entries corresponding
to the best fitting model are italicized:

Model G df p rmsd2

0FB 3120.2 145 <.0001 43.9990

0SB 3101.3 144 <.0001 43.5831

1P 260.5 133 <.0001 8.8477

1S 3043.0 133 <.0001 43.8282

2PS 172.1 121 <.0001 7.1946

3SB 156.4 120 <.0001 6.7574

3SB+PS 129.2 108 .0802 6.0175

2 2 2

2 2

small.  Model 3SB+PS fit 4/6 individual listeners data best; model
3SB fit the other 2/6 best, so again no listener parses the correlates
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of the laryngeal and oral articulations.  Nonetheless, model 1P, in whose results will be presented at the Congress.
which the primary acoustic correlates of the [voice] and Using a very similar modeling technique, Nearey [13] shows
[continuant] contrasts are used to predict response frequencies, fits that when listeners identify neighboring segments, they may treat
far better than 1S, the model in which the secondary correlates are the primary acoustic correlate of one segment as a secondary
used, in the English as well as the Dutch data.  1P’s advantage correlate of the other.  They may also use their identification of one
suggests that both groups of listeners associate the acoustic segment is deciding what the other is, an effect Nearey calls a
correlates with the expected distinctive feature, even though neither “context-bias”.  Finally, he finds that adding terms representing the
parses the acoustic properties articulatorily. effects of the acoustic variables on the context-bias doesn’t improve

Figures 2c,d show the division of the stimulus space by the fit of the model; i.e. listeners hear context-biased segments not
[continuant] (Fig. 2c) and [voice] (Fig. 2d) predicted by the best- demisyllables.  The results reported here show clearly, however,
fitting model of the English data.  As it did for the Dutch listeners, that the terms representing the effects of the acoustic variables on
F  cutback influences English listeners’ decisions about both the analogous segment bias do improve the fit of the models1

features more than F  onset/offset, although the English listeners are significantly.  This improvement shows that listeners hear segments1

more likely to give [+continuant] responses at higher F as wholes rather than as composites of their distinctive feature1

offset/onsets for all F  cutbacks.  And again, the effect of cutback values; see also [1,9].1

is much stronger for [voice] than [continuant] decisions.

4. Discussion
Neither the Dutch nor the English listeners parse the acoustic

properties of these stimuli articulatorily.  Articulatory parsing
predicted incorrectly that a model containing just the primary
acoustic correlates of each feature, F  cutback for [voice] and F1 1

offset/onset for [continuant], would fit the data well. However, for
both individual and pooled data obtained from listeners of bothequivalence of acoustic cues in speech and nonspeech perception.
languages, the effects of secondary acoustic correlates, the segment
bias, and the effects of both acoustic variables on the segment bias
had to be included before good fits were obtained.  These failures
to parse is especially problematic for theories in which the objects
of speech perception are articulations because the two features and
their primary acoustic correlates are produced by entirely
independent articulatory events: [voice] and F  cutback by the1

timing of voice offset relative to the oral closure and [continuant]
and F  offset/onset by the degree of oral constriction.  Furthermore,1

voice offset timing does not depend on the degree of oral
constriction nor does constriction degree depend on voice offset
timing, so no articulatory dependency underlies the perceptual
dependencies between these articulations’ correlates and both
feature decisions.

Articulatory parsing does correctly predict the better fit of
model containing the just the primary correlates (1P) over that
containing just the secondary correlates (1S) for both the Dutch and
the English data.  However, because model 1P doesn’t actually fit
either data set, this advantage is only very weak support for the
theories that predict articulatory parsing.  1P’s advantage over 1S
could arise instead from listeners’ correctly associating acoustic
properties with the features rather than the articulations that realize
them.

The argument developed here against articulatory parsing is
weakened by three related asymmetries in both the Dutch and
English listeners’ predicted response proportions displayed in
Figure 2: (1) [voice] decisions were more robustly determined by
stimulus properties than their [continuant] decisions; (2) the
listeners relied on F  cutback more than F  onset/offset in making1 1

both feature decisions; and (3) F  cutback influenced [voice]1

decisions more than [continuant] decisions.   These asymmetries all
suggest that listeners weren’t given sufficient acoustic evidence to
decide reliably whether a stimulus was a stop or fricative, and for
that reason could not parse the oral articulation from the laryngeal
one.  This difficulty is being addressed in follow-up experiments,
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